Abstract-
INTRODUCTION-THE PROBLEM
Typical gripping operations for a robot can be made more robust by a visual sensor guided control system [6] , [10] . Small and smart sensors for 'in hand use' are now becoming available. However new problems also arise, i.e. spuriouses and ambiguities in sensor readings [ 5 ] and lack of complete information for decision making [2] . In this paper we will focus on the latter and derive a feedback controller for positioning of a robot relative to an object with a large position uncertainty, e.g. Figure 1 . Much like [ 123 the basic idea is to design a task driven feedback controller. Not necessarily with complete object recognition and world modelling like [ 111. The sensor considered is an eyein-hand mounted range camera. The positioning problem is specified by the requested posture at gripping and the corresponding tolerances. For the lklegree-of-freedom case an approximative solution is derived using dynamic programming. The solution is evaluated in detail for five control steps. Typically, the robot first minimizes the uncertainty by positioning the robot at the optimal sensing position and in the last part the robot moves to the gripping point.
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PROBLEM FORMULATION
The sensor is a range camera mounted in the gripper.
From the large amount of range data z, obtained at time t, the relative posture X, -X k of the object is extracted by triangulation giving
(1) zk = h ( X , -X k ) + v k where X, = robot posture at time t, , X, = object posture. vk = measurement error in extraction. The function h is non-linear and will be derived in section 3. To describe the motion of the robot a kinematical state model (2)
is used where xk = X, -X, , i.e. the relative posture at time t, U,= velocity control signal at time t,. wk = motion error at time t,.
The motion modelfwill be derived in section 4. Given (1) and (2) In this paper we will solve problem 2 for a l-degreeoif-freedom robot, i.e. n = 1. Normally the minimization of (3) is constrained, i.e. U E U. However if the object and the requested gripping posture is well inside the robots work space, the minimization problem can be solved unconstrained.
THE RANGE CAMERA MODEL
The range sensor consists of a laser with a cylindrical lens to generate a light plane and a CCD-camera for sensing. The basic principle is that the diffuse reflection from olbjects in the light plane are detected by the camera. From the known geometry of the setup of camera anld laser and the image coordinates the location of the objects can easily and of the a priori data. & focal distance, assumed known from calibration.
From the geometry in Figure 2 , and since objects are constrained to zr = 0 the following projection equation is derived.
where x' is the distance to the object in the coordinates of the robot gripper. The projection (4) 
The change of variables also has the benefit of making both z and x non-dimensional.
Since the output is the image coordinate z', scaled by f, it is reasonable to assume that the measurement error is independent of range x. Further z' is extracted by peek detection. No sub pixel algorithm is currently used. Also assume the laser detection to be within one pixel width. Consequently the measurement noise can be modelled as uniform within the detected pixel, hence
Here U is short for uniform and R, denotes the variance. This gives the following measurement equations
x, s i n 0 -cos 0
Note that so far we have not modelled the range cameras limited field of view. Returning to the original variables z' and xr for a moment. In [4] and [SI the measurement noise in z' is propagated to xr giving
where a2, is the standard deviation of error in z' and ir is the mean of xr. The last approximation is only valid for large x". Clearly the error in range x' is proportional to the range squared and inversely proportional to the baseline h and the focal distance f , Figure 2 . As pointed out in [8] in order to decrease a x r , h and f can not always be made as large as wanted. f limits the field of view and h is limited by mechanical properties and also enhance the risk for occlusion. From (8) it is also evident that the optimal sensing position must be just in front of the blind zone at x,,, .
ROBOT MOTION MODEL
In order to keep the first results transparent and the complexity low a l-degree-of-freedom robot is considered.
The robots position x is modeled as the first order 'stochas-
where x is the position of the object in the coordinates of the moving robot and U is the velocity control signal. The last two terms in (9) are stochastic, included to model motion uncertainty. The sequences { W l ( t ) } and {W2(t)} are continuous white processes and b and c are modeling parameters. Assuming that the control signal u(t) is constant dt during the sampling interval, (9) gives the following linear discrete time model.
The last equality follows from the properties of the Wiener process, w(t). Further {Wl,} and {W2k} are sequences of independent normal random variables with zero mean and covariances
With uniform sampling (10) adds one part proportional to the control signal uk and one constant part to each step. The first part can be used to model increasing uncertainty for high velocities. The last part which adds a constant uncertainty c2T for each sample can be used to model play in the robot links. An example of a similar noise model, for a mobile robot, is given in [4] .
STATE ESTIMATION
It is at all time assumed that the feedback controller can be separated into a state estimator in sequence with a control law, The purpose of the state estimator is to calculate the p.d.f. p(xklZk-containing all information needed for calculating the control law. There are however two complications, the measurement equation (7) is non-linear and zk only exist within [zmin, zmaX] . First introduce yk to indicate when a measurement zt is defined, hence At time t, , conditioned that y, = 1 , the measurement equation (7) can be linearized and used in a Kalman filter to calculate an approximation of p(xkiI,-,). Define ;k,k-as the position estimate of the object relative to the robot at time t,. Then (7) is linearized by expanding it in a Taylor series about ;klk-l. The first two terms gives (7) are small around the mlean of xk, compared to the variance of xk, (13) can be used an a linear approximation. This is most restrictive for high inital variance at close range since there h(x) can be very non-linear depending on camera parameters. Further assume that the measurement noise in (13) and the processs noise in (1 1) are modeled as white noise processes. Assume also that the unknown initial position x,, is normal, i.e.
A'(&,&).
The signal model (1 1) and (1 3 [z,,,, z,,,] . Instead we have used ~(z,) to describe when zk is available, i.e. inside the field of view [z,,,, zmax] . This is an approximation, the true probability density function of zk must be zero outside [z,,,, z,,,] . One could argue that if a measurement zk is, missing it implies that y(zk) = 0 and this fact includes information about the true position x,. However since there are many other unmodelled properties for a missing zk, i.e. clhanging object surface properties, malfunctions etc., this information is excluded.
Since H, in (14) includes iklk-which depeinds on uk-l it is clear that the value of the position variance 2,+ Ilk will depend on uk-, . This property arise since the measurement model is non-linear. In [l] it is shown that for an exact linear system with quadratic cost the accuracy of thle state estimate can not be affected by the control signal, i.e. the 'certainty equivalence' principle. When designing the control law this distinction from a linear system will be taken into account. Note also that in (16), outside the cameras field of view, z k + I l k = E:,,&, + b2u:T + c'Tand consequently no reduction of uncertainty is possible.
THE CONTROL LAW
The second part of the feedback controller will now be derived, i.e. the mapping from p(&izk-]) to the control ut In order to reduce the complexity of the control law it is assumed that the Kalman filter above, specifies p(xklZk-I) exactly, i.e. constitutes a sufficient statistics, [7] . Hence where iklk-I and The minimization problem (3) is considered for the dynamics (10) and observation model (13) and the control law at time t, should be a function of (19). In order to study basic principles we simplify by putting M, = 0 and Sp = 0 for k = 0,1,. . . , N -1. Using dynamic programming (3) is to be solved backwards starting with At time t N -] (3) is given as are given by (15) and (16).
It is well known by lemma (3.2) in [3] that for aunique minimum u*,-~ the outer expectation above do not affect the minimization. Hence the cost to minimize at time t N -l , denoted TN-l , is buN-fiW1,-1 + c STW2,-1 -x~) 'I~,,-J (20) where xN is expressed using the motion model (10). After taking expectation 7,-is given as
The cost is quadratic in uN-, and the minimizing control signal for the last step U>-is given as -xg)? Clearly the last step uN-, cannot benefit from any probing, i.e. control actions in purpose to only reduce estimation uncertainty.
Two Steps-To-Go
At time t N -, , uN-2 is to be derived. The cost to minimize is then given by the expected value of J N -I , Further, (24) is written as
Now the inner expectation is evaluated assuming (13) and (19) apply, i.e. that Z, is a normal variable, hence
The other expectation in (26) over yN-* is evaluated by using the probability of receiving a measurement zN-*. Let P , (1) be the probability that z, > z,,, , Figure 2 .
where (is is the distribution of a N(0,l) variable. In the same way we have P , (2) for zk < zmin. Let further P , denote the total probability that zk is outside the field of view, i.e. P , = P , (1) + P , (2). Now the outer expectation in (26) Clearly (28) is also quadratic in the control function and can be minimized analytically, hence
The corresponding cost-to-go TN-? is given by
The cost-to-go 7N-2 , Figure 4 , can also be given a physical interpretation. In order to describes the minimal value of the expected final uncertainty plus expected final quadratic position error we get the new last term. It is interpreted as a cost of including the measurement z~-~ Not even at time t N -2 can the control law benefit from probing. A probing term in uNw2 would not give a reduction in estimation uncertainty before the final time is reached.
The N-Step Control Law
In order to derive the remaining control steps (U,,, ...uN-& we proceed recursively starting at time tk = t N -, , hence
Tk(p(xklzi;-l)) = %F EIT~+,(p(X,+,lz'))lr~-*] (31)
with the minimizing control law of the form ~~@ ( x k l~k -i ) ) = u; (i,+~l,,z~k+~~k) 
Before minimizing (30) w.r.t. uN-3 we must calculate the expectation. By examining (30) using the filter equations (1 5) (16) and (14), we conclude that the cost is a nonlinear function w.r.t. the random variables z~-~ and Y~-~. TN-3 = g(zN-3,yN-3, IN-4 where PN-3 is the total probability that z~-~ is outside the field of view, z E [z,,,, zmax]. Also, the cost 7 N -2 is highly non-linear w.r.t. uN-3 with several local minima. These two complications makes it impossible to proceed analytically without further approximations. Consequently the variables iN-31N-4 and Z1N-31N-4 are discretized and a minimizing uN-3 is found for every grid point in the (~N -~I N -~, Z N -~W -~) space. The maximal value for z N -3 1 N -4 is chosen large enough to make it possible to study consequences of linearization errors during simulation, Figure 7 and 8. The integral in (32) is solved by a quadrature formula and the numerical minimization is made using a gradient method starting in the vicinity of the global minima for every grid point. In Figure 5 ,6 and 7 the result of solving (31) numerically for N = 3 , . . . , 5 are presented. The calculation procedure for N = 4 and 5 follows the one described for N = 3. 
By introducing g such that
THE FAILURE PROBABILITIES
In this section we will calculate an approximate probability for a failure when positioning the robot. A failure means that the robot is not positioned within the given tolerances at the last step. The probability is a prediction before the actual control law is applied. Such a probability can tell us much about the forthcoming task. First, for a given control law and failure probability p f we get an upper bound on the initial uncertainty Z0 . Also given p f , E and 2, one can estimate how many of the planned control steps that need to be used. For instance & might be so low that the last m steps of an N-step control law are sufficient. In the original formulation of the problem we want to calculate if the probability of failure is acceptable, i.e. u0 is the square root of the initial uncertainty 2,. The set A is given by the distance f E around xr The failure probability is compared with a Monte Carlo simulation of the system given by (10) and (7) using the feedback controller. The graphs readily limits the initial uncertainty 2, for given tolerances and failure probability.
CONCLUSIONS
The problem addressed was to design a feedback controller when a range camera is used for positioning of a robot relative an object within prespecified tolerances. For a l-degree-of-freedom robot an approximative solution was derived using dynamic programming. A 5-step control law is evaluated. Typically, during the first 3 steps the con- . and R=2E -7 corresponds to a lab sensox trol law positions the robot at the expected be,, t measurement position, i.e. probing. Subsequently the control law steers the robot to the correct gripping point. The control laiw is also capable of reducing the uncertainty when the object is outside the camera field of view. It actively, not accidently, steers the robot out of the blind zone. This behavior is, not automatic with an ordinary certainty-equivalence controller.
The dynamic programming framework used in the design is generic in handling any uncertainty, however suffers from increasing complexity for higher order sy., <stems.
Future work will be focused on a corresponding controller for a 3-degree-f-freedom SCARA robot. Then decoupling of the control law must be considered. An algorithm for the necessary number of control steps with respect to initial uncertainty and system parameters is also needed.
In the future it might be possible to control robots using kinematic, dynamic and sensor models. The task coordinates and tolerances are specified by a planner and the feedback laws are synthesized by optimization. This paper might be one small contribution towards the necessary theoretical basis for such systems.
